Exam oriented book with unique collection of last 25 years solved questions.
Extensively revised and updated chapters to provide knowledge of present era.
Consists of solved multiple-choice questions (MCQs) and fill in the blanks which are added by Dental Council of India (DCI) in the latest curriculum.
As in NEET, PGI and AIIMS examinations, image-based questions (IBQs) are asked, so an idea to the BDS students regarding these are introduced.
Additional information at the end of every section is introduced to quickly memorize and revise the topic.
Illustrations and high-quality photographs are given with explanatory legends for easy explanation of text.
Recent and internationally accepted classification systems by eminent professional bodies, World Health Organization (WHO), National Health Programmes are mentioned.
Consists of solved papers of year 2021, along with new formatting nd improved answers.
Answers are given in point-wise manner for the clear overview and eye-catching remembrance.
The text, multiple choice questions and fill in the blanks aids students in preparation of viva voce as well as provide basis for competitive examinations.
This edition incorporates clinical overview in various chapters for highlighting the clinical applications.
A highly structured, user-friendly, systematic and attractive layout with enriched illustrations.